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ABSTRACT

A pyrotechnic switch which is non-conducting before actuation
and fully conducting after actuation has been developed. The
switch utilizes the principle that a pyrot*•aJhac owosition
containing oxides and a fuel has a very high electrical resistance
prior to ignition. However, after ignition the oxide Is converted
to a low resistance metal slag which makes contact between two
points in a switch.
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AISTRNC A pyrotechnic switch which is non-conducting before actuation and

fully conducting after actuation has been developed. The switch utilizes the principle

that a pyrotechnic composition containing oxides and a fuel has a very high

' electrical resistance print to ignition. However, after ignition the oxide is

converted to a low resistance metal slag which makes contact bet-een two points

in a switch. * Q CTAB
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71g 1.Firing circuit utit~aing the Pyrotechnic Witch

rig* 2. Details of ftrotociaLo Switch.
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PTkOT,.CNIC ,VZTCH

1. I"OOUCfrzo

A .LpIO py1rotechnic Switch was designed to arm an electrical imact
firing cirouit for a propellant launched pyr.otechnLc store. The concept for
the switch called for flame ignition of a Safety delay followed by the
electrical araing of the firing circuit outlined in Fig 1. The arming
function of the switch was designed to be initiated from hot gas** which
propel the store to flighto During flight, the pyrotechnic train within the
switch bumra, giving & Safety delay, folloamd by closing of the electrical

contacts. The switch had to be roiast to survive the planned use of the store
% •and anm acidental shook* sudden movement or Static electrical hazard..

2. OIYILOPNUNT OP TIRZ IZN

the design of a pyrotechnic switch we based on the fact that the
initial amxtbre of metal oxides and fuel are non-conducting. Sowveer, theycan be readily converted to a highly oonractie metailtc slag by a simple

pyrotechnic reaction. This concept can be used to acle two electrical
contacts and Vas arm a firing circuit.,

T Satisfy 4t~he design requrementsJ a ]pyrtec:14hnic fu train

utilizing euothermic reactions resulting il a ronducteng sold mtrinvestigated. NlioJabi.lity of igni~tion within the train, incorporations of a '
.;time ,,layo e•letrical contact points, mterials of construction, ocqmosition
at technic material, *ON of manufactureand phandleng .. rti+es ware
st•d• ed.
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3, COl(POSITION EVALUATION

& typical exothermic reaction occurs with a stoichlometric mixture
of a metal oxide and a fuei such as boron. For example, the following
reaction at atmospheric pressure can be considered typical.

2B + 3PbO + B203 + 3Pb H -- 6.11 x I0 5 j

non-c•nducting conducting

The heat generated from the reaction will raise the temperature of
the reaction products to a high level. If the heat of reaction is too great,
the metallic products (lead in this example) may oc.,-orize and subsequently
condense in areas other than across the contact pint., thereby failing to
produce a satisfactory electrical contact.

To utilize this type of reaction at atmospheric pressure it is
important that the conducting product (the metal) does not vaporize. In the
given example the temperature is limited to about 17006C by the boiling point
of the products.

The first switch considered utilized boron/lead oxide (B/PbO)
comosition, pressed onto the contact pins of a glass-metal saal. The
boron/lead oxide compoeition was ignited from a 6 strand multicore delay
element meade from lead tube and filled with boron/barium chromate (B/BaCrO
composition. To ensure reliable ignition of the multicore, an increment og

boron/bariutn chromate (B/BaCrO4 ) was pressed on top. The boron/barium
rchromate (B/BaCrO4 ) composition was selected due to its even burning
characteristics and ignitability. Early trials using this configuration
indicated that the lead released during the boron/lead oxide reaction
vaporized away from the contact pins, opened vent holes through the multicore
delay element and condensed well away from the contact pins. Various
configurations failed to prevent this and, to overcome it, a number of
alternative compootions were considered, each generally having a lower
enthalpy of reaction. The metallic products from each reaction had
considerably higher boiling points, while still providing a low resistance
path betwen contact pins after reaction. The compositions tested are listed
In Table 1.

The most satisfactory ccapoeLtion was boron/iron oxide (B/Fe 3 04 ),

the reaction of which proceeds as shown:

3F0304 + an + 4 3203 + We - 51 - 1.93 x 10 6 j

Iron has a boiling point of about 3,000°C and the above reaction
proceeded with a lower heat output to produce a porous but firm, metallic slag
with low electrical resistance.

2
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7.. ocasinAlthough electrical contact betweena the pine mas .stabishod on each
ocaion,~k inpcto reeae thtte metallic residue from the reaction had

Okikedbac" fom he aseof heglass-metal asea. This effect on the
residue or bad was attributed to a pressure bail4-up at the glass-.metal

L seal/composition interface# forcing the products of the reaction back from theI base of the switch.
To minimise this undesirable effect four small vent holes

(0.8 = dia) were drilled through the brass tube to the I.nterface between the
glass-imetal seal and the composition. Any pressure build-up forward of the

* ~reaction front could then escape to atmosphere. Aft~er several trials it wasn
found that the vent holes had eliminated any further evidence of the Okick-
backs effect.

Am the switch was required to be open-cironit initially, non-
conucting starting materials were used in the pyrotechnic train. The initial

resistance across the contact pine was found to be consistently greater than
100 k Us After reaction of the composition, the resistance across the contact

pine was reduced to loes than 0.1 91 as shown in Table 11.*4.. Various delay times nould then be implemented by different amounts
of pressed composition used in the pyrotechnic train. To ensure that the
pyrotechnic train retained its pressed charactertistics an interference-fit
inverted coypper detonator cap with a centrally drilled 2.8 = dia hole was
pressed onto the pyrotechnic train. A further incremnt of 870 40 was then
pressed intn the cap to complete the pyrotechnic train as shown in Vigo 2.

so PThOT1CHNC TRAIN

In order to ensure re*liable ignition of the boron/iron oxide.
composition, a 0.150 g increment of 3R92 was pressed onto the composition. An
the design of the switch required it to be ignited from a flame or hot

p prpllant gas source, two Incraments of gunpowder were pressed onto the top
of the 3R92 compsi tion. The pyrotechnic train then consisted of 370 40
(Quipowder) - 5R92 - B/fe3 04 composition as shown in Fig 2.

3 ~Various delay times can then be achieved by varying the amount of
IT pyrotechnic constituents used in the train. A typical arming ds?ay of 0.10 to

0.27s can readily be achieved by varying the amont of gunpowder (370 40) from
0.03 to 0.10 go A variation in IM0 40 from 0.03 g to 0.10 g resulted in the
delay time incrreasing from 105 me to 274 ma "s shown in Table 111. tionger
delay timne can be obtained by varying the amount of 8192 or by including a
se gment of inzltioore delay as shown in hg., 3.



t 6o RESULTS711

A number of switches were manufactured and tested usina the design
showm in Pig 3. Several ooapooitione (listed in Table X) were comidered and
evaluated for their suitability. Seth boron/lead oxide (3/PbO) and
boron/CUl~ie oxide (B/Cue) compositions wore found uneaitable due to the

problem of the released metal vaporixing during the reaction and venting away
before a conducting bed could be formed across the contact pins. Cloee
emmination revealed that the metal products from each reaction had condensed
aaound the walls and vent holes, but had failed to produce a permanent
conducting bed across the contact pins.

!
whe composition boron/barium chromate (S/aCrO4 ) was found to

produce a strongly conducting bed. Close inspection revealed that the bed was
brittle and susceptible to crumbling.

Compositions 3/u O/Cr 2 02 (8R92) and I/Fe 30A on reaction both formed
conducting metallic beds with roslstances less than It. 0 close inspection, of
the bed characteristics revealed that they were firm, not susceptible tocrumbling, and formed a soliýdconducting bridge across the contact pins of the

switch.

S7. PNAUL DEZSGN OF PYROTHCHNXC SKIMIV

A pyrotechnic switch, which meets the requirements outlined in the
introduction has been developed and tested. The cosucaitions chosen for use
in the switch ares-

(a') M1 40 - to provide ignition of the switb from hot geaes,

(b) Sit 92 - priming coqposition for the switch composition, and

(a) B/1e 304  - switch cosposition

The operating time of the witch can be veried from 0.1 to 0.27
seonsby varying the amount of 810 40 present. If a longer time delay Is
required, a segment of mlticore delay my be inserted into the pyrotechnic
train.

Filling and assembly details at both types of switah (see Pigs 2
and 3) are given in Appendisx A.

4
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A reliable pyrotechnic switch has been d6vloped which can be used
as a safety arming device in an electrical circuit where a time delay is
required. The switch as developed s designed to be initiate from a flase.

Swever, this could be modified to allow ignition by other source, such as
electric (bridgvire) * stab, or peracssion cap. The switch incorporates a
pyrotechnic delay, the operational time of which can be varied depending on
the choice of pyrotechnic comoseitions.

.4
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TABLE I

CONPOSITIONS EVALUATED

M0OSITMON RESULT VAWATION

l/lbO Lead vaporized, no bed formed. Unsuitable

a/cuO Copper vaporized, no bed formed. Unsuitable

D/BeCrO4  Brittle conducting bed formed. Unsuitable

B/DiO/Cr 2O3  Firm conducting bed formed. Suitable
(SR92)

3/16304 Firm conducting bed formed. Suitable

S*4TABLE! !

RESISTANCE EVALUATION OF

"ORON/IRON OXIDS ;3/re.o4) SWITCH

SWITCH RESISTANCE RESISTANCE a
NO. BEFORE AFTER

FIRING (k12) FIRING (a)

21 255 : 0.1
9 2 114 <0.1

33 171 ( 0.1

34 141 < 0.1

35 126 < 0.1

r 168 < 0.1

r2 123 (0.1

r3 159 < 0.1

P4 163 < 0.1

S173 < 0.1

• !1
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TkBLE III

TIME EVALUATION OF

BORON/IROCN OXIDE (B/Fet02) SWITCH

SWITCH RESISTANCE RESISTANCE WT OF SEG 40 TIKE

NO. BEFORE AFTE-R IN PYRO TRAIN (S

FIRING (kQ) FI-RING (9) (g)

S •B1 202 < 0. 1 O0 10 274

B82 154 < 0.1 0008 152

"H 3 131 < 0.1 0.05 119

B4 147 < 0.1 0.03 105
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A-i PAppendix A

COMPOSITION AND PAmSiN DETAILS

* OMPOSITIWIS

I composition consisstd of:Z ~~B/Te304oplto nes loti

BSack Iron oxide F@304 85% (by weight)
Boron (dried) B 15% (by weight)

11 8R92 oomposition consisted oft
Boron 12% (by weight)
Chromic oxide 22% (by weight)
Bismuth oxide 66% (by weight)

III B/BaCrO4 composition consisted oft
Barium Chromate 90% (by weight)
Boron 10% (by weight

Each omposeition prepared by hand mLixng the Ingredients
together and then passing four times through a 38 Sieve No 60.

2. WRSSSING DETAILS

1. WITHO'T EULTZCORB DELAY (Fig 2)

a. BOO 04 coPoseiton added in two increments, each of

0:.125 g Qn pressed to 14 !Pa.

b. 8R92 compoaition then added in one increment of 0.150 g
mind preseed to 14 NPa.

c. 870 40 then added In two Increments, the first
increment of 0.01 g pressed to 14 NPa followed by an
inverted •opper detonator cap with centrally drilled 2.8 -
hole, then the remaining F8 40 (0.04 g) and pressed to
14 W~a.

11 WITH NULTICORS DELAY (Fig 3)

a: * /Fe 04 comp•eition added In two incremertL, each of
0.125 g nQ pressed to 14 lNa.

b. 8R92 comosition then added in one increment of 0.1S0 g
and pressed to 14 MUa.

a& Nulticore delay element then added aen pressod to
14 M~ae

6. d. o /BaCrO 4 compoextion then added in one increment of 0.20 g
and pressed to 14 Kra.

e. 0.05 g of 819 40 then added in two Inarements, the first
I increment of 0.01 g, presed to 14 Nfa followd by a inverted
copper detonator cap with centrally drilled 2.8 im t'cle, then
the remaining O1Y 40 (0.04 g) and pressed to 14 Nrsa.

S• .j



IMPACT FIRING SWITCH

PYROTECHNIC SWITCH
SR open 1W 100 x 10 3

MATCH-HEAD R Close" UO.1
SRu20

2.6 V POWER SUPPLY

fiunction
/L

1. On launching the Pyrotechnic Switch is ignited from hot games.

2. After time delay the Pyrotec•€Lnc Switch closes, arming the
circuit.

3. On impact the Zpacat S9itch closes, igniting the Natchhead
azpl the Explosive Train.

Fig. 1. Firing oircuit utilising the Pyrotechnio Switch.
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BRASS 7.94mm O0
x 4.6mm ID. COPPER DETONATOR CAP

0.05 g-0-10g SFG40

2 O •---0.150g bR92Cr

+?ram - •--0.125g Fe3 04/B (85115)

S -f. f4XO.Smm VENT HOLES

CONTACT PINS

f GLASSIMETAL SEAL

runction

1. On launching hot gases ignite the SFG 40.

2. After tins delay the resistance across the contact
pins drops from 130-180 kQ to less than .12.

3. Typical tis. delay 0.1 - 0.27 m. Lonqnr time delay*
can be accommodated.

riLg. 2. Details of fyrotechnic witch.

/



DRASS 7,94mm 00 x 4.3mm ID.

MULTI-CORE DELAY ELEMENT
[@/Be C r041

... ~40.m VENT... HOLES ..4 GLASS/.ETAL.SEA

... ...ti. ...
.....0 .la...h.n .ho.n int h 1 0

16g On lancin ot gas** bign itehe mitoor dela

29 M yoehi hi /ar£6srn ed=t

(fl"wt /aA4 R2 /t0 ustruh
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